
HOW TO
WRITE A KILLER BIO



Let’s face it - 95% of the professional bios for financial advisors are – how can I put this 
gently – boring.  Given that upwards of 80% of people looking for a financial advisor will 
search the internet before making a call, having a compelling bio is an important part of 
your marketing arsenal. 

THE BASICS (BORING):
Here is a list of basic items your bio should include.  On their own, none of these are ter-
ribly exciting but we’ll get to that part next.

- NAME, DESIGNATIONS AND TITLE
- WORK EXPERIENCE 
- EDUCATION
- AFFILIATIONS

THAT’S IT – IF YOU DO ALL THAT, YOU CAN REST 
COMFORTABLY THAT YOU HAVE A FUNCTIONAL 
BIO THAT MEETS THE BASIC CRITERIA.
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Before describing how to make your bio compelling, there are a few principles 
that need to be understood.

  • YOUR BIO IS NOT A RESUME 
     A strip list of  jobs and education will be scanned at best or just ignored

  • BE AS PERSONAL AS YOU ARE COMFORTABLE WITH
     Just the facts is boring – too personal is risky
 
  • A BIO IS LIKE STORY TELLING
     Start with something to gain interest – tell your story – have an ending

  • BE SUCCINCT
     Try keeping it between 250 and 500 words

  • GET A SECOND OPINION
     …from someone who understands your audience and who isn’t afraid to 
     be critical and someone who isn’t overly conservative

  • TALK ABOUT YOUR PASSIONS
     Personal (a little) and professional (a lot) 

  • USE HUMOR GENTLY
     Avoid self-deprecation but let a small light shine on how you think.  
     Even the most “funny and interesting” anecdotes may not be appropriate.

  • CONSIDER THE AUTHOR
     First person is more personal but Third person tends to add credibility. 
     Either option is appropriate

RAMPING IT UP
RULES OF THUMB:
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1) PROVIDE YOUR NAME, CREDENTIALS & TITLE

2) BEGINNING SENTENCE: (spend lots of time getting this one right)
What is your main goal and how will people you work with be better when 
you accomplish it.

3) YOUR STORY:  
How long have you been where you are?  
Why are you there?  How is the world (your clients) a better place because of it?  
Where did you come from?  
What skill did you bring with you?   
What did you achieve there?  
How does your education help you fulfill your main goal (in #2 above)

4) YOUR ENDING:
What do you hope to achieve (deliver to your clients) in the short and long term.
What is your “outside work” support or belief system?

BREAK THE RULES
Now that you have a prescription or "rule book" on writing a bio, break the rules.   
Any step-by-step fill-in-the-blanks bio will look and feel canned.  Remove or 
replace as much industry jargon as possible and speak to your audience in terms 
they will understand. Once your bio is complete, move things around and make 
sure your message speaks to who you are and what you believe in. An effective 
bio tells a story.  Tell yours.

For a few examples of bios that follow these rules, then break them to make it 
interesting, feel free to take a look at: topadvisormarketing.com/your-market-
ing-team/

GUIDE TO 
WRITING YOUR BIO
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